INFORMATION ASSURANCE LEAD
DirectViz Solutions, LLC, a high-level strategic consulting services firm that
meets mission needs for commercial and government clients, is seeking a
full-time Information Assurance Lead Engineer supporting the Defense
Information Systems Network (DISN) Operational Support Systems (OSS)
Division at Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Headquarter in Fort
Meade, MD.















Direct and Lead IA activities for a team of IA and
Operations personnel.
Engage senior government leadership in support
of IA related activities.
Maintain day-to-day security posture and continuous
monitoring of IS including security event log review and
analysis.
Ensure system security measures comply with applicable
government policies. Provide configuration management
and accurately assess the impact of modifications and
vulnerabilities for each system.
Provide support to the Government Information Systems
Security Manager (ISSM) for maintaining appropriate
operation information assurance (IA) posture for
programs.
Conduct reviews and technical inspections (as
prescribed by the Government Lead ISSM) to identify
and mitigate potential security weaknesses, and ensure
that all security features applied to a system are
implemented and functional.
Assist the Government ISSM in developing, monitoring
and resolving Plan of Action and Milestones (POA&M) to
mitigate system vulnerabilities on assigned Information
Systems.
Draft and/or prepare and maintain security Assessment
and Authorization documentation (e.g., IA SOP, SSP,
MSSP, RAR, SCTM)

Requirements:
 Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science or
equivalent experience
 DoD Directive 8570 Information Assurance
Technical (IAT) Level II compliant
Basic Qualifications:
•Experience as an ISSO/ISSM implementing DoD
controls.
•Have or obtain appropriate DoD 8570
certification per DoD Directive 8570.1 within 3
months upon being hired.
•Have an active SECRET security clearance.
•Process oriented approach with the ability to
break down complex challenges into executable
tasks.
•Demonstrated experience leading teams of 7-10
to support Information Assurance Operational
activities including vulnerability assessment,
POA&M, remediation.
•Maintains awareness of upcoming customer /
government driven changes and challenges and
suggests approaches to meet those challenges
•Customer/mission focused
•Excellent time management skills; keeps
commitments

Desired Qualifications:
Previous experience working as a security
professional in a DoD environment
Familiarity with vulnerability scans, A&A, and
POA&Ms
Excellent communications skills

To apply to this position, please email jobs@directviz.com.

